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Make every meal memorable with our iconic wooden highchair, exquisitely 
designed for comfort and style. Suitable from 6 months up to 3 years (15 kg), 
the chair is easily adaptable and features a removable snack and play tray and 
removable safety bar, plus the footrest can be adjusted to the preferred height so 
your tot will always be comfortable. This outstanding highchair is made from a 
beech frame, chrome-plated steel parts along with an ergonomic, durable plastic 
seat shell which supports a luxurious cushion that is lavishly embroidered and 
attached on the back with an iconic flower screw. Who knew mealtimes could  
be so stylish? 

highchAir
by marcel wanders
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INFORMaTION: measurements in mm l 528 x w 535 x h  855, seat height: 580
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Sun Canopy

rocker
by marcel wanders

Ease your little treasure into a restful sleep in this super-stylish rocker!  With 
the iconic style of renowned furniture designer Marcel Wanders, the rocker 
is suitable from birth up to 5 kg (approx. 3 years), is made from top-quality 
materials and given a beech wood finish with a chrome-plated steel frame. Eye-
catching elements such as monster face embroidery and a charming flower screw 
set this wonderful rocker apart for every parent. The chair is user-friendly too, 
with a 3-point harness so the child can rock independently. It also has an anti-
slip function so it always remains safe and secure, no matter how much it rocks. 
On top of all this, the iconic and stylish sun canopy accessory keeps your little 
treasure protected when outside in warmer weather.
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INFORMaTION: measurements in mm l 720 x w 468 x h 405
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Bouncer
by marcel wanders

This chic bouncer is the perfect multi-tasker, great for bouncing, playing or 
drifting off to sleep. Suitable from birth up to 15 kg (approx. 3 years), it has 
the distinctive appearance from this global designer, and is made using top-
quality material, chrome-plated steel parts and beech wood. It isn’t just a style 
piece though, the bouncer is practical too, with a 3-point harness attachment so 
your little one can bounce independently and safely, plus you can adjust it to 
two positions. To top it off, the iconic flower screw makes the collection a stylish 
must-have for any home. The iconic sun canopy accessory is perfect for days of 
bouncing fun outside on the terrace.

Sun Canopy
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INFORMaTION: measurements in mm 
resting  position: l 622 x w 501 x h 585, reclining position: l 678 x w 501 x h 522
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INFORMaTION: measurements in mm l 745 x w 338 x h 401

hAusschwein
by marcel wanders

bl ack white

Let your little one enter a fairy-tale world with this delightful companion, a storage piggy! This 
childhood buddy is great to sit on, and kids up to 15 kg (approx. 3 years) can ride on top using the 
handle ears. Great as an extra storage space too for every age, simply remove the nose and store all 
toys or games inside. With a matelassé pattern on its hindquarters, available also in a sleek matte 
black finish, this endearing piggy is a charming and stylish addition to any home! 
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INFORMaTION: measurements in mm l 170 x w 206 x h 218

Monster toys
by marcel wanders
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Inspired by the charming embroidery on the highchair, our hand puppet 
collectibles are fun for the whole family. Each of the four characters has a 
unique appearance and story so your little one’s imagination can run wild. 
Check out their wonderful expressions, each one more special and colorful 
than the last! Delight your baby with these mini cuddle toys and let the  
dreams begin. 
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